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With the transformation of society, economy and government's function in China, 
the administration of judicature is turning from the past policy-implementing to the 
current dispute-solving type, which has already been fully confirmed in the judicial 
reform as it has been carried out for many years. In turn, the transition of the 
administration of judicature changes the pattern of the legislative surveillance toward 
judicature. The legislative surveillance toward judicature is expanding, which mainly 
embodies in the constant enhancement that some court cases are supervised by the 
National People's Congress while some local National People's Congresses start some 
new ways to supervise court. However, the pattern of legislative surveillance toward 
judicature, in essence, betray the modern constitutional government principle, which 
is manifested in ambiguous demarcation of judicial power, the imbalance between 
judicature and legislation because of the lack of mechanism to check legislative 
violation against the constitution and the fact that legislation, acting as the role of 
supervisor, does not have to take the responsibility for its behavior.  Under the 
current legality course in China, how to reconstruct the pattern of legislative 
surveillance toward judicature? First, the system of legislative surveillance toward 
judicial case and legislative inquiry toward judicature violating the constitution should 
be abolished as it contradicts with judicial transition and judicial reform. Second, the 
supervisory power should be limited to those forms of afterwards supervision 
including hearing reports from court, making up Committee of Inquire into Specific 
Questions, recalling chief of court and judge. Third, constructing brand-new system of 
judicial responsibility including responsibility of the Constitution, discipline and 
criminal existence so as to safeguard the judicial independence and justice. 
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美国联邦 高法院从 1803 年确立了司法审查权以后，不同时期的司法审判案例
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